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recipient of the 2019 alex award mike muñoz is a holden caulfield for a new millennium a 10th generation
peasant with a mexican last name raised by a single mom on an indian reservation evison as in his previous
four novels has a light touch and humorously guides the reader this time through the minefield that is
working class america the new york times book review for mike muñoz life has been a whole lot of waiting
for something to happen not too many years out of high school and still doing menial work and just fired
from his latest gig as a lawn boy on a landscaping crew he s smart enough to know that he s got to be the
one to shake things up if he s ever going to change his life but how he s not qualified for much of
anything he has no particular talents although he is stellar at handling a lawn mower and wielding
clipping shears but now that career seems to be behind him so what s next for mike muñoz in this funny
biting touching and ultimately inspiring novel bestselling author jonathan evison takes the reader into
the heart and mind of a young man determined to achieve the american dream of happiness and prosperity who
just so happens to find himself along the way leading for equity tells the compelling story of the
montgomery county maryland public schools and its transformation in less than a decade into a system
committed to breaking the links between race and class and academic achievement in chapters organized
around six core themes the authors lay out the essential elements of mcps s success they identify key
lessons other districts can draw from mcps s experience and offer a framework for applying them a dramatic
departure from business as usual mcps has won nationwide attention as a compelling model for tackling the
achievement and opportunity issues that confront our nation as a whole a hover free classroom starts with
a dynamic class community our image of a classroom community in secondary education is rapidly evolving
the experience of remote learning during a pandemic has altered our mental picture of students occupying
rows of desks with a teacher nearby closely monitoring their activities but even when teachers are able to
be in physical proximity to their students the research is clear that students need to be empowered to
take ownership of their learning in order to be fully engaged the question this book explores is how can
teachers step back stop micromanaging and allow students more agency in this engaging guide instructional
specialist miriam plotinsky breaks hover free teaching down into four sequential stages mindset deeper
relationships planning for engagement and choice based instruction her book shows how teachers can free
themselves from helicopter habits and allow students greater control of their own learning while still
managing and maximizing classroom time effectively this book provides an in depth analysis of a
performance based pay initiative and crystalizes the design issues and implementation challenges that
confounded efforts to translate this promising policy into practice this story has much to say to
academics and policymakers who are trying to figure out the combinations of incentives and the full range
of resources required to establish incentive programs that promote an adequate supply and equitable
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distribution of capable and committed educators for our public schools the book uncovers the conditions
that appear to be necessary if not fully sufficient for performance based initiatives to have a chance to
realize their ambitious aims and the research that is required to guide policy development in so doing the
authors consider the thorny question of whether performance based pay systems for educators are worth the
investment book features examines the use of educator compensation reform as a tool to improve human
capital in chronically low performing schools analyzes how a theoretically promising incentive program
actually plays out in schools documents policy implementation and its impacts through the experiences and
voices of teachers and school administrators concludes with clear and actionable recommendations for
policy and research publishes in depth articles on labor subjects current labor statistics information
about current labor contracts and book reviews teddy b gordon has practiced law for forty nine years the
last forty years out of the 102 year old building he stands before at 8th and market downtown louisville
please join teddy gordon as he recounts his eight year journey battling the jefferson county public
schools in a constitutionally legal brawl to improve the educational outcome of african american students
who were assigned and bussed to poorer performing schools educational outcome is the only key to unlock
the chains of poverty teddy revisits this million to one event a successful oral argument before the
supreme court of the united states provides tables and graphs of statistics on the social political and
economic conditions of the united states each section has an introductory text each table and graph has a
source note appendix 1 includes guides to sources of statistics state statistical abstracts and foreign
statistical abstracts includes part 1 number 1 books and pamphlets including serials and contributions to
periodicals january june this timely book shows how award winning secondary schools and districts are
successfully using technology and making systemic changes to increase student engagement improve
achievement and re invigorate the teaching and learning process through in depth case studies we see how
experienced school and district leaders use technology in curricular administrative and analytical ways to
meet the needs of 21st century learners educators and communities these cases reveal important details
addressed by the leadership of these schools and districts that go beyond what they did with technology to
include changes in school culture curriculum and teaching uses of assessment data financial considerations
infrastructure and involvement with the community book features successful models from schools districts
experienced with using technology as a lever for school improvement case studies from diverse schools
districts across the country that show what works and how it works a cross case analysis that makes it
easy to compare individual schools and identify common practices barbara b levin is a professor in the
department of teacher education and higher education and director of the teachers academy at the
university of north carolina at greensboro lynne schrum is dean college of education and human services
west virginia university barbara b levin and lynne schrum offer their readers the distinct advantage of
compressing into a single volume what it took me decades to learn they not only present the big ideas of
effective school leadership but bring them alive through case studies that illustrate how those ideas
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manifest themselves in leaders day to day behaviors i encourage you to use the ideas and practices you
find here to leverage technology to create schools in which all students and adults thrive from the
foreword by dennis sparks emeritus executive director national staff development council learning forward
prepublication reviews in leading technology rich schools the authors present a fascinating and exciting
set of case studies that provide great insight into the ways leaders can support high level innovation in
schools importantly their focus is on technology that enhances learning and teaching rather than
technology as an expensive school ornament a must read for those who study and practice educational
leadership jeffrey s brooks associate professor and educational leadership program coordinator school of
education iowa state university author of black school white school racism and educational mis leadership
this book is a precious gift for the vast majority of administrators who desperately need concrete
examples of how to create facilitate and sustain technology infused learning environments scott mcleod
associate professor and founding director castle university of kentucky these rich illustrations of
technology leadership in secondary schools show how a number of complex variables must come together to
produce the key outcome of positioning educational technology as a support to teaching and learning
examples of leadership practices that coordinate team members for interdependent work and invite teachers
involvement should prove to be a valuable resource to practitioners and also provide insight to
policymakers for how they can create supportive conditions for such work sara dexter associate professor
department of leadership foundations and policy curry school of education university of virginia leading
technology rich schools is a key advance in understanding how technology can best be integrated in today s
schools these case studies of effective practice are sure to become required reading for those in
leadership positions who are using technology for school improvement glen l bull samuel braley gray
professor of education curry school of education university of virginia the rubber meets the road in this
well researched book with detailed stories of exemplary schools and school leaders that have leveraged
technology as a key tool to make significant reforms stick through these vivid case studies levin and
schrum illuminate a dynamic and complex set of lessons learned to help all school leaders undertake
transformations of their schools l michael golden ceo educurious access to a quality education remains the
primary mechanism for improving one s life chances in the united states and for children of color a good
education is particularly linked to their individual and collective well being despite the popular
perception that america is in a post racial epoch opportunities to access quality learning environments
and human development resources remain determined according to race class gender and ability taking a more
nuanced approach to race and the resegregation of the american school system this volume examines how and
why the education quality for the majority of students of color in america remains fundamentally unequal
the wiley handbook of school choice presents a comprehensive collection of original essays addressing the
wide range of alternatives to traditional public schools available in contemporary us society a
comprehensive collection of the latest research findings on school choices in the us including charter
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schools magnet schools school vouchers home schooling private schools and virtual schools viewpoints of
both advocates and opponents of each school choice provide balanced examinations and opinions perspectives
drawn from both established researchers and practicing professionals in the u s and abroad and from across
the educational spectrum gives a holistic outlook includes thorough coverage of the history of traditional
education in the us its current state and predictions for the future of each alternative school choice
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recipient of the 2019 alex award mike muñoz is a holden caulfield for a new millennium a 10th generation
peasant with a mexican last name raised by a single mom on an indian reservation evison as in his previous
four novels has a light touch and humorously guides the reader this time through the minefield that is
working class america the new york times book review for mike muñoz life has been a whole lot of waiting
for something to happen not too many years out of high school and still doing menial work and just fired
from his latest gig as a lawn boy on a landscaping crew he s smart enough to know that he s got to be the
one to shake things up if he s ever going to change his life but how he s not qualified for much of
anything he has no particular talents although he is stellar at handling a lawn mower and wielding
clipping shears but now that career seems to be behind him so what s next for mike muñoz in this funny
biting touching and ultimately inspiring novel bestselling author jonathan evison takes the reader into
the heart and mind of a young man determined to achieve the american dream of happiness and prosperity who
just so happens to find himself along the way
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leading for equity tells the compelling story of the montgomery county maryland public schools and its
transformation in less than a decade into a system committed to breaking the links between race and class
and academic achievement in chapters organized around six core themes the authors lay out the essential
elements of mcps s success they identify key lessons other districts can draw from mcps s experience and
offer a framework for applying them a dramatic departure from business as usual mcps has won nationwide
attention as a compelling model for tackling the achievement and opportunity issues that confront our
nation as a whole
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a hover free classroom starts with a dynamic class community our image of a classroom community in
secondary education is rapidly evolving the experience of remote learning during a pandemic has altered
our mental picture of students occupying rows of desks with a teacher nearby closely monitoring their
activities but even when teachers are able to be in physical proximity to their students the research is
clear that students need to be empowered to take ownership of their learning in order to be fully engaged
the question this book explores is how can teachers step back stop micromanaging and allow students more
agency in this engaging guide instructional specialist miriam plotinsky breaks hover free teaching down
into four sequential stages mindset deeper relationships planning for engagement and choice based
instruction her book shows how teachers can free themselves from helicopter habits and allow students
greater control of their own learning while still managing and maximizing classroom time effectively
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this book provides an in depth analysis of a performance based pay initiative and crystalizes the design
issues and implementation challenges that confounded efforts to translate this promising policy into
practice this story has much to say to academics and policymakers who are trying to figure out the
combinations of incentives and the full range of resources required to establish incentive programs that
promote an adequate supply and equitable distribution of capable and committed educators for our public
schools the book uncovers the conditions that appear to be necessary if not fully sufficient for
performance based initiatives to have a chance to realize their ambitious aims and the research that is
required to guide policy development in so doing the authors consider the thorny question of whether
performance based pay systems for educators are worth the investment book features examines the use of
educator compensation reform as a tool to improve human capital in chronically low performing schools
analyzes how a theoretically promising incentive program actually plays out in schools documents policy
implementation and its impacts through the experiences and voices of teachers and school administrators
concludes with clear and actionable recommendations for policy and research
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publishes in depth articles on labor subjects current labor statistics information about current labor
contracts and book reviews
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teddy b gordon has practiced law for forty nine years the last forty years out of the 102 year old
building he stands before at 8th and market downtown louisville please join teddy gordon as he recounts
his eight year journey battling the jefferson county public schools in a constitutionally legal brawl to
improve the educational outcome of african american students who were assigned and bussed to poorer
performing schools educational outcome is the only key to unlock the chains of poverty teddy revisits this
million to one event a successful oral argument before the supreme court of the united states
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provides tables and graphs of statistics on the social political and economic conditions of the united
states each section has an introductory text each table and graph has a source note appendix 1 includes
guides to sources of statistics state statistical abstracts and foreign statistical abstracts
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includes part 1 number 1 books and pamphlets including serials and contributions to periodicals january
june
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this timely book shows how award winning secondary schools and districts are successfully using technology
and making systemic changes to increase student engagement improve achievement and re invigorate the
teaching and learning process through in depth case studies we see how experienced school and district
leaders use technology in curricular administrative and analytical ways to meet the needs of 21st century
learners educators and communities these cases reveal important details addressed by the leadership of
these schools and districts that go beyond what they did with technology to include changes in school
culture curriculum and teaching uses of assessment data financial considerations infrastructure and
involvement with the community book features successful models from schools districts experienced with
using technology as a lever for school improvement case studies from diverse schools districts across the
country that show what works and how it works a cross case analysis that makes it easy to compare
individual schools and identify common practices barbara b levin is a professor in the department of
teacher education and higher education and director of the teachers academy at the university of north
carolina at greensboro lynne schrum is dean college of education and human services west virginia
university barbara b levin and lynne schrum offer their readers the distinct advantage of compressing into
a single volume what it took me decades to learn they not only present the big ideas of effective school
leadership but bring them alive through case studies that illustrate how those ideas manifest themselves
in leaders day to day behaviors i encourage you to use the ideas and practices you find here to leverage
technology to create schools in which all students and adults thrive from the foreword by dennis sparks
emeritus executive director national staff development council learning forward prepublication reviews in
leading technology rich schools the authors present a fascinating and exciting set of case studies that
provide great insight into the ways leaders can support high level innovation in schools importantly their
focus is on technology that enhances learning and teaching rather than technology as an expensive school
ornament a must read for those who study and practice educational leadership jeffrey s brooks associate
professor and educational leadership program coordinator school of education iowa state university author
of black school white school racism and educational mis leadership this book is a precious gift for the
vast majority of administrators who desperately need concrete examples of how to create facilitate and
sustain technology infused learning environments scott mcleod associate professor and founding director
castle university of kentucky these rich illustrations of technology leadership in secondary schools show
how a number of complex variables must come together to produce the key outcome of positioning educational
technology as a support to teaching and learning examples of leadership practices that coordinate team
members for interdependent work and invite teachers involvement should prove to be a valuable resource to



practitioners and also provide insight to policymakers for how they can create supportive conditions for
such work sara dexter associate professor department of leadership foundations and policy curry school of
education university of virginia leading technology rich schools is a key advance in understanding how
technology can best be integrated in today s schools these case studies of effective practice are sure to
become required reading for those in leadership positions who are using technology for school improvement
glen l bull samuel braley gray professor of education curry school of education university of virginia the
rubber meets the road in this well researched book with detailed stories of exemplary schools and school
leaders that have leveraged technology as a key tool to make significant reforms stick through these vivid
case studies levin and schrum illuminate a dynamic and complex set of lessons learned to help all school
leaders undertake transformations of their schools l michael golden ceo educurious
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access to a quality education remains the primary mechanism for improving one s life chances in the united
states and for children of color a good education is particularly linked to their individual and
collective well being despite the popular perception that america is in a post racial epoch opportunities
to access quality learning environments and human development resources remain determined according to
race class gender and ability taking a more nuanced approach to race and the resegregation of the american
school system this volume examines how and why the education quality for the majority of students of color
in america remains fundamentally unequal
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the wiley handbook of school choice presents a comprehensive collection of original essays addressing the
wide range of alternatives to traditional public schools available in contemporary us society a
comprehensive collection of the latest research findings on school choices in the us including charter
schools magnet schools school vouchers home schooling private schools and virtual schools viewpoints of
both advocates and opponents of each school choice provide balanced examinations and opinions perspectives
drawn from both established researchers and practicing professionals in the u s and abroad and from across
the educational spectrum gives a holistic outlook includes thorough coverage of the history of traditional
education in the us its current state and predictions for the future of each alternative school choice
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